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(Pre-thesis) About Intimacy

“You need to dance to film someone dancing.”

“Travel towards me.”
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“The film is a play on a surface.”
Documentation of ½”=1’-0” Model with Projection of Non-fiction experimental film
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(Pre-thesis) Intro:
10

SONY Lumix GH5 Narrative Film:
Pre-thesis moving image/ 19 Fall

This is a story about a man who brings a chair
with him everywhere. You can see a unclear defined space which indicates intimacy for me in
this situation. Why he brings a chair everywhere
with him, though there are chairs everywhere
in the world. What does the Chair mean to this
Chair man? My intention is to explore the exact
location of someone’s soul in this piece. Visualization the interior space for the soul, in this film,
exists as the chair, brings out the Question for my
thesis, How we define Intimacy?
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Another day, HE gets up as usual. HE leaves the house without chair at first, but after a few seconds, HE
runs back to bring the chair with him.

INT. ELEVATOR – DAY
The elevator opens, we see him with the chair in elevator.

(Pre-thesis) Screenplay

TITLE
CHAIR MAN

INT. BEDROOM – DAY

INT. LIBRARY – DAY
HE walks into library, with his chair. HE sets the chair in the middle of the lounge space. HE goes to find
the book and comes back, sits there to read and work.

HE gets up from the bed to get ready for today. The chair sits in his room right in front of his table, just like
usual. When HE is ready, HE leaves, weirdly with the chair.

But suddenly HE realizes that he is surrounded by lounge chairs. Chairs are everywhere in the library.
They all remind him of the person who ask about his chair, HE feels wrong to bring a chair with him for the
first time. HE stops reading and tries to move from his chair to the lounge chair next to him. HE moves, but
when HE has eye contact with his chair next to him, HE feels like the chair is calling him to come back. So
HE decides to move to another corner where HE can’t see his chair.

INT. LECTURE ROOM – DAY

HE settles down in a sofa. But somehow HE just feels uncomfortable with this sofa. Finally HE walks back
to his own chair, feeling relieved.

HE sits on his own chair in the middle of the lecture room.
EXT. PARK – DAY
EXT. ON THE STREET – DAY

HE gets out from library with his chair. HE wants to find somewhere to settle down in the park to have his
lunch. Usually HE just settles down wherever he wants with his own chair, but this time HE is searching if
there is a bench for him. There was snow last night so the benches are covered in snow mostly. HE reaches
out to one of the benches but finally blocked out by the heavy snow. HE sets his red chair right in the
middle of white snow and unpacks his lunch.

HE walks with his chair.

EXT. PARK – DAY
HE sits on his own chair just next to a bench in the park.

EXT. BUS STOP – DAY
HE waits for the bus at the bus stop, sitting on his own chair.

INT. CAFÉ – DAY/NIGHT
HE sits in the coffee shop working with his own chair. People come and go, Usually nobody cares about he
bringing his own chair with him. But weirdly today, there is a person who sits down facing him, asking
about why he brings his own chair to a café.
STRANGER
Hey, is the red one your chair?

INT. ON A BUS – DAY
This is a rather empty bus. HE sets his chair at the back of the bus and sits on his chair there. But the chair
in the middle of the bus keeps him far away from the window to see what is outside. It is the first time HE
has the desire to leave his chair behind. HE moves to the seat next to the window.

HE
Yes, it’s mine.
STRANGER
Why you bring your own chair since there are chairs everywhere here?
This is the point where HE starts to think about, when I start to bring a chair with me everywhere? And
why? (Closeup of face)

INT. BEDROOM – DAY
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EXT. BEACH – (if it could be) SUNSET
HE walks towards the water, leaves the chair behind. Suddenly he runs back to grab the chair and throw it
away right into the sea. Finally just sits down by the water. HE lets out that sign of relief, like HE finally
goes back to… somewhere.
Closeup: his face (focused), the chair behind (out of focus)
Suddenly HE notices someone coming closer. This person stops and sets up a chair right next to him and
sits down.
HE raises his head and gives this person a complicated look, and turns back to the sea.
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Intro: Chair(s)
14

Imagine that there is a person who goes everywhere
carrying a chair. From the moment she places her chair
down on the ground, this action defines a space around
her. The shape of this invisible entity keeps changing.
However, I still feel a specific way of “closure”. My thesis
started from this moment, about defining intimacy.
Time may be translated into measures of movement
and occupancies of space. Film and architecture both
mobilize spatial and temporal modes of perception. My
exploration of spatial intimacy started from filming the
interaction between human being and larger entities.
It exploits the filmic capacity to produce virtual spatial
experiences as a form of design experimentation. Sometimes soundscape functions autonomous of images, describing the scale and texture of space in films. It filters
the perception by joining sensibilities in linear structure
of viewing of electric moving images.
This is A Montastery without Religious belief, sitting
quietly somewhere in the city. Instead of creating monumental architecture which alienate itself by exhibiting extreme or unusual properties, I would like to try
to reach spatial intimacy for visitors to spontaneously
raise the collective memories by focusing on actions of
joining form and space with sensibility and materiality.
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Non-Place, or Out of Place?

Doris Salcedo,
Installation at 8th International Istanbul Biennial, 2003.
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Monastery: Out of Place or Non-Place?

Mor Hananyo Monastery, Near Mardin, Turkey
Monastery comes from the Greek word means “to
live alone”, also “a place for doing something”. It presents
both spiritual space and individual space. All define the
intimacy in the thesis.
Usually the life inside a particular monastery is socially separate from the surrounding populace. Some religious traditions mandate isolation for purposes of contemplation removed from the everyday world, in which
case members of the monastic community may spend
most of their time isolated even from each other.
What if it sits quietly somewhere in the city, inside a
wall which indicates no sign of the existence of the Monastery? As a space for living, and a space to rethinking about
intimacy, I reauthorize the programs of Monastery, allowing more social interaction with the local communities.
People may be part of a monastic community for periods.
Saint Catherine’s Monastery,
Saint Catherine, South Sinai Governorate, Egypt
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Place: Non-Place

SanFangQiXiang, Fuzhou, Fujian, China
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Waste land hidden inside a worn-out wall, full of broken bikes
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Placeing: In-Place

“I would like to invite you inside, bare feet”
24

When we talk about materiality, we talk more about visual signals of
materials, like the color, the weight and more. But Visual signals will become less important as tactile signals intensify.
Rethinking about our body and the level of intimacy we feel about
spaces. For human body, the skin is the fabric. While exploring about materiality in architecture, I rethink about skins of different part of human
body. It is interesting that it is hard for human beings to put the whole
body weight on their hands but easier on the feet. Feet, the part of human
body which have beautiful relationship with gravity, actually have more
delicate sensors, so it can function as a powerful communicating medium between human body and the architecture.
I start to rethink the floor as a designable interface in architecture.
The Floor, as the fifth facade of architecture, could definitely communicate and interact with people.
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Materiality... of the floor
26

Concrete

Marble

Metal

Mirror

Liquid
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Site Plan
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In-Place: Non-Place

Intimacy: Isolation or Social Interaction?
30

We Come, We Eat, We Sleep 1999-2001
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas
172.1 x 289.3 cm, 169.7 x 288.5 cm, 172.2 x 289.2 cm
Collection: Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane
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(Cells) Living: Isolation, or Interaction?
32

I introduce a 10-inchheight opening at the base
of the wall, have two units,
four people sharing the
same view of dancing feet
of each other.
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(Cells) Living: Isolation, or Interaction?

Plan zoom-in of Cells unit
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What if I can see your feet dancing at the other side?
36

(Shot#) “the dancing feet at the other side” scene.
At the both sides of the wall, when you two get closer to the wall, you can see limited part
of the other one revealed; when you two go further from each other, you can see more
human movements in this sharing intimate space.
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ReAuthorizing: Theater, surface of life, glimpse into intimacy
38

Berger&Berger, Don’t Trust Anyone Over Thirty
Art Basel - Miami Beach, 2004, Miami - Weiner Festwochen, 2005, Vienna - Deutsche Staatsoper,
Unter den Linden, 2005, Berlin - Walker Art Center, 2006, Minneapolis
Theater is the iteration of life. How does it feel when you are living inside a theater set? Is it real
or still life? Rethinking about the floor as the fifth elevation of architecture, I realized one more
truth people might ignore, Since living in the cell sends out the images of people surrounded by
four walls and the ceiling, a significant elements in-between two definitions is the existence of
the fourth elevation. With the fourth elevation, we are covered fully inside, claiming the intimate
space to ourselves. Without it, it turns into what we identify as the theater. The empathy the theater brings to us, makes the scene intimate.
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ReAuthorizing: Theater, surface of life, glimpse into intimacy

Plan zoom-in, Theaters in the Monastery
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Reflecting, physically: Living in the Theater

(Shot#) “Theater living inside the Monastery” scene.
The entry to the “Church”, presented along with a glimpse into one of the theater sets,
revealing the fact that I reauthorized the programs inside the Monastery.
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“Is it performance... Is it theater, or is it just life?”
44

(Shot#) “The Truman Show” scene.
Truman lives a life, Truman lives a “theater”. I introduce a set of cells as one of the theater
sets, allowing people who wants to live a “theater” to live a life inside the cells. In-between
the wall, imported a set of auditoriums for audience to interact with people who live inside the cells.
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Can you still identify Chair(s) here?
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Materiality: Temperature, Texture

Concrete
Mirror
Marble
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Church: Confession, Reflection, a space for your soul

Church: Confession, Reflection, a space for your soul
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Church

Reflection

Reflecting Pool

Confession

Reflection

A-A Section Zoom-in
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I swing, and I see myself on the ground defining space itself
54

(Shot#) “I swing to draw the intimacy in the air” scene.
I swing, playing with the gravity, and I see myself on the reflecting mirror ground, defining the space of intimacy around me. The swing space serves as the reflection space. I
swing to draw the intimacy in the air.
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the very end of Confession, is Reflection

(Shot#) “the very end of Confession, is Reflection” scene.
Walking into the door to confession space. The confession rooms lie at both sides of the
corridor, at the end of the long corridor I see the built-in mirror structure as a sitting
space for people to reflect.
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What if I can see your feet dancing at the other side?
58

(Shot#) “the dancing feet at the other side” scene.
A narrow reflection space exists in-between public spaces and private living spaces. Still
an opening revealing the movements at the other side, the messages which it sends out
do alter a little bit.
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Tendency of Movement of ...

Fixed somewhere, belongs to somewhere?
62

(Shot#) the Chair scene.
I identified the tendency of movement of the chairs on the flowing floor. Seeing the intersection of the chairs and the floor, customized chairs is carefully done and placed in
the church space on the second floor. Instead of placing the chair anywhere you can, the
chairs are fixed on the solid “ground”. Understanding the limitation of inclination of the
chair placement, the interesting Chair scene was created.
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Fixed chairs in-place, the exact location of soul: ( )
64

(Shot#) “the ‘Church’” scene.
The “Church” with fixed chairs in-place. They grow like forests. Reading the forests of
chairs, reading the flow of the space, reading my existence again here. I want to define the
exact location of my soul.
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Tendency of Movement of ... Liquid

Liquid
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Feeling the movement of liquid with your bare feet
68

(Shot#) “Flowing over your feet” scene.
As another essential reflecting element in the project, Rainwater flowing down naturally
following the slope rooftop, creating a flow of rainwater, accumulating at the lowest part
in the church, forming a reflecting pool.
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Sitting quietly INSIDE somewhere
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East Elevation

South Elevation
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Ground Floor Plan
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Second Floor Plan
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A-A Section
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Atmosphere

“We perceive atmosphere through our
emotional sensibility, a form of perception
that works incredibly quickly, and which we
humans evidently need to help us survive.”

Zoetrope

“Experience is inseparable from the capacity of memory and the personal imagination
to situate us in space and time. Our memory,
thoughts, knowledge, desires, fears, and hopes
all constitute ‘an environment’ situated within and arising from the many durations of our
existence.”

Peter Zumthor, Atmosphere

Intimacy

“wheel of life”
composed from the Greek root words zoe,
“life” and tropos, “turning”

Intimacy is body rather than scale; Intimacy
is materiality rather than closure; Intimacy
is response rather than familiarity.
“So you can’t say: big is bad”

Index

Peter Zumthor, Atmosphere

Figure

“At the other end of the spectrum is the
body-figure; its flesh, structure, and persona.”
“If constructed in wood, steel, or stone the
substance cannot be in the same space at the
same time; voids begin to emerge within the
material, reverberating the adjustments of
the colliding vectors. Within these elemental
voids a distinct figure emerges, the figure of
an inhabitant.”

Ghost

“A ghost by definition inhabits two worlds.
It must be and remain from the beyond while
becoming present within the sphere of life. “
David Gersten, Gotham Zoetrope: Block by
Block

Shadow

“The shadow is a version of you. Elongation
speed, skill both its controller shadow is an
extension of me but not only the extension
of me.”
William Kentridge, “Drawing Lesson One: In
Praise of Shadows”

Body Sensation

To sense and to be aware of sensation are two
separate things nonetheless bound together.

Surface

The film is a play on a surface.

Immediate Intimacy

“We are capable of immediate appreciation,
of a spontaneous emotional response, of
rejecting things in a flash.”

“Filmed shadows, we should bear in mind, are
moving shadows. Hence, the silence that supplements and completes these filmed shadows
should be considered as a moving silence.”

Self-generated

“There are certain kinds of objects that are
self-manifest: they make themselves. These
objects are made, but their mythology is that
they are not made.”
Anish Kapoor in an interview with Donna De
Salvo, June 2002, in Anish Kapoor: My Home-

Peter Zumthor, Atmosphere
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Visual Bibliography

Moment:
Trilogy: The Weeping Meadow (2004), Theo
Angelopoulos
Chairs in wild

Film: Un Chien Andalou (1929),
Luis Buñuel & Salvador Dalí
Conventional editing, irrational narrative,
unsettling symbolism.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79h05vqezJ0
self-generated

Sculpture: Svayambh, Anish Kapoor
in Royal Academy, central London
A huge block of red wax that moves very
slowly on rails, leaving a residue in its wake.
“It’s as if it’s skinning itself as it goes
through the doors,” said by Kapoor.

Film: Playtime (1967), Jacques Tati
Uniform, Inhuman, dislocating world built
from soundscape.
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